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A Big Mistake 
 

I’ve repeatedly mentioned in the endless pages of this Journal over the years that the hardest 

thing for me is transitioning from Haiti to Florida and Florida to Haiti. I am not talking about the 

jarring difference between those two places, but what I must do to move my “office” and myself 

back and forth. By office, I mean all the papers and digital files that move back and forth with me. 

I have two laptop computers in Haiti (one for SCCC and one for my writing outside of the Journal) 

and a desktop computer in Florida. These files go back and forth on three external drives. Plus, 

there are all the documents I need for clearing customs in Haiti. Each trip to Haiti, I transport 

things I cannot easily get in Haiti, such as medications. The travel alone is stressful. The drive to 

the airport takes longer than the flight to Haiti…accidents, bad weather, and car problems can 

easily result in missing the flight. Then there are long delays in the departure…sometimes up to 

three hours. On top of all this, there are security concerns in Haiti that require my being 

accompanied by a police officer. Taken together, twice every month, for nearly eight years (except 

for the ride-along cop), there is ample reason for increased levels of stress. My oxygen saturation 

level and heart beat were fine in Haiti. After just day back my heart rate is very low. Dr. Steph 

said my body is fighting the two different environments in which I live. Moreover, after ten days 

in Haiti, my skin was looking better and the scratching was dramatically reduced. After two days 

back in Haiti, I can feel that improvement beginning to vanish.  
 

Perhaps most of that first paragraph were unnecessary…as I don’t get paid by the word (if I did, 

I’d be a very rich man). Unnecessary because all I wanted to share was that I left Florida without 

something I really needed: the cord to charge my phone. When my very old Samsung cellphone 

died, I was given a chance to trade it for a free, newer model. Then the sales person showed me 

the super deluxe new model, which much better camera and editing system, for just $300. The 

camera, without the old phone trade-in cost over $1,100. The new camera needed a different 

charger as the cord has smaller part that was inserted into the camera. My old chargers no longer 

worked. I bought two chargers, one for Florida and one for Haiti. The cord travels back and forth 

with me. Very early on Sunday morning, as I was rushing to get ready for my 3:00am ride to the 

airport, I saw the cord attached to the charger and thought I did not need it. Early Monday 

morning, when I went to charge the phone, I realized I made a huge mistake. How could I have 

forgotten that I needed the cord? 
  

I’m concerned that my forgetfulness might not be just part of the natural aging process and is a 

sign of something far worse…the dreaded “a” word that slowly erases all of one’s memory. I fear 

that more than I fear being killed in Haiti. If I had a choice, I’d chose the latter. 
 

I went into a panic about the cord, thinking I would have to severely limit my usage of it, 

including taking photos, as I needed to have power for the trip back to Florida. When the wheels 

touched down on the runway, I text Dennis one word: landed. When I clear customs, I send him 

another word: outside. Dennis parks in the taxi/limo waiting lot. Within five minutes of receiving 

the second text, he is pulling up for me at the curb. 
 

Steph was sleeping. She suffers from insomnia…and is rarely able to sleep more than a few hours 

a day. On top of that I had bad stomach cramps. When she finally got up, I told her my phone 



problem. She said, “You can use my cord.” I said that was not possible as the new phone requires 

a small part to plug into the phone. She got her cord and it fit my phone. It seems my old phone 

was so old the cords on all later versions of the had smaller charging ports. A few months ago, I 

bought Steph a new, low-end Samsung phone. (You can only get low-end phones in Haiti.) The 

good news was her cord worked and I had no problem. But I still worry about forgetting things. 
 

Steph is so sweet, she tried to say that it was stress and the time change that causes me, in my 

haste, not to take the cord. I didn’t buy it. 
 

More Car Woes and Optimism 
 

When Gabens showed up at work on Monday he told me the wheels on the Subaru had been 

giving him trouble late, but on his way to the bank that morning, they sounded as if they were 

going to fall off, so he drove directly to Santa Chiara. Michel said the parts to repair it would cost 

$400. Michel got on his motorcycle and headed downtown to buy the parts. Later, Gabens took a 

motorcycle taxi to the bank, where he spent hours waiting to get in. 
 

Before Gabens went to the back, we sat on the new furniture in the 2nd floor patio. He wanted to 

talk with me about my concern about the gangs taking over Delmas, 33. He had a much more 

optimistic view than Dr. Steph. He said that the actions taken by the U.S. and Canada to revoke 

the Visas of two political leaders, as well as seizing their assets in Canada, will have a dramatic 

impact as money will not longer flow through them to the gangs. Even the most notorious gang 

leader, known as Jimmy Barbecue, said that gas needs to flow to the gas stations. The word in 

some circles in Haiti says that Canada will offer military assistance to root out the gangs.  
 

While I was in Florida, I read many articles in a variety of reliable news sources about the pros 

and cons of an outside military intervention in Haiti. I felt it was all BS. The leaders in the Haitian 

government and the foreign governments leaning toward helping Haiti have no real under-

standing of what is going down on the street level in Haiti or the all-pervasive level of corruption 

in Haiti. People are sick from stress, despair, fear. And the endless struggle. 
 

When we drove to the market on Sunday, one long stretch of a two-way street was so blocked 

with garbage, there was only half of one lane that was clear. I had to drive half on the sidewalk 

and half on the road to pass by. It was a sad sight. The government can’t even manage to pick up 

the garbage…what hope is there that they will take outside help and not turn it to their advantage.  
 

The reality in Haiti for me is to take one day at a time and continue to walk in faith and share a 

much love I as I can. That was harder yesterday than it is today.  
 

The Hunt for Water 
 

Yesterday, Steph and I went out to pick-up 23 jugs of water that a friend of SCCC set aside for us. 

We encountered no troubles of the dirt back roads. However, one the way home, on the final 

stretch of road leading to Santa Chiara, we encounter a water delivery truck blocking the entire 

road. At first, I was not to concerned, as I did not see a hose leading to a home. The we saw the 

problem. The truck was leaking the leftover water. It happens all the time. Water leaking out of 

these old trucks is a common sight. A few women and some kids were under the truck filling 

buckets of water that is used for bathing, washing dished, and doing the laundry. The leaking 



water was so precious, they were crawling around under the truck to catch some. Once we 

realized what was happening, we just sat and waited about 15 minutes for them to get the very 

last drops of water.  
 

 
 

Late yesterday afternoon I was playing with ten of the kids ranging in age from three to six. 

They formed a semi-circle in front of me. I tossed a small ball to each child; they tossed it back. 

But each child we yelled out their number. Kid 1, kid 2, kid 3…up to kid ten. They were having 

fun and counting to ten in English at the same time. I get winded easily, so I had to stop.  
 

Earlier in the afternoon, I was downstairs and I saw the Subaru with both front wheels off. Baby 

Ruth was standing nearby. I pointed to the wheels and asked if she took them off the car. She said 

no. Then she said, “Michele.” Then she asked, “How are you, Dad.” I was stunned. She has never 

spoken to me in English during the six years she as lived with us. I have not mentioned this, but 

we are no schooling all the kids. They are broken up into group by age and they attended class. 

We had several teachers and nurses working for us already. The classes are prepared by our two 

fulltime teachers.  We had already purchased all the text books for the external school. 
 

I’m Sorry 
 

I apologize for not sending yesterday’s Journal to all the recipients as a blind copy. I was up 

yesterday at 4:15am. After such a long day on Sunday combined with the time change, my body 

clock was screwed up and I should of waiting until I had coffee before sending the Journal. In 

Florida I always brew coffee before sending the Journal. Not so in Haiti. Sending the Journal 

comes first, then I make coffee. Why? Because in Haiti, I fear making coffee might cause a power 

outage. My priority is the Journal, not coffee.   
 

I see today’s election as a clear choice between fear and hope. I fear hope will lose. 


